This paper develops a simulation-based approach for performing maximum likelihood estimation in latent state variable models using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC). The MCMC algorithm simultaneously computes (by numerical integration) and optimizes the marginal likelihood function. The approach relies on data augmentation, combining the insights of simulated annealing and evolutionary or "genetic" algorithms. We prove a limit theorem in the degree of data augmentation and use this to provide standard errors and convergence diagnostics.
Introduction
Computing maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) in latent variable models is a notoriously difficult problem for two reasons. First, the likelihood function is not known in closed form in latent variable models. Computing the likelihood typically requires Monte Carlo methods to draw from the latent state distribution and then approximate the integral that appears in the likelihood. Second, a nonlinear search algorithm optimizes the approximated likelihood over the parameters. In this paper, we provide a Markov Chain Monte Carlo based approach that simultaneously performs the evaluation and likelihood optimization in latent state models.
1 The method provides parameter estimates, standard errors and estimation of latent state variable distribution.
Our approach combines the insights of simulated annealing (see, e.g., Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and Van Laarhoven and Aarts (1987) ),and evolutionary MCMC algorithms (see, e.g., Liu, Liang, and Wong (2000) and Mueller (2000)). Like simulated annealing, our approach shares the goal of simulation-based optimization, but unlike simulated annealing, it does not require that the objective function can be directly evaluated, in our setting the likelihood, L (θ). Simulated annealing generates samples from a sequence of densities, π J (g) (θ) ∝ L (θ)
, where g the length of the Markov Chain. The 'temperature' schedule, J (g) , is chosen such that as g increases, π J (g) (θ) concentrates around its maximum, the MLE. Evolutionary Monte Carlo, only the other hand, generates J copies (or populations) of the parameter θ and generates a Markov chain over these copies. It often has better convergence properties despite the higher dimensionality. Unfortunately, in latent state models, the likelihood function is itself an integral and simulated annealing or evolutionary Monte Carlo methods do not directly apply because the likelihood cannot be directly computed.
Our approach combines the insights from simulated annealing and evolutionary Monte Third, like simulated annealing, we provide MLE estimates without resorting to numerical search algorithms, such as inefficient gradient based methods, which often get locked into local maxima. Fourth, the approach handles models with nuisance parameters and latent variables as well as models with constrained parameters or parameters on boundaries. Finally, as an asymptotic in sample size, the estimation procedure inherits all the asymptotic properties of standard MLE methods for these models.
To illustrate our approach, we analyze two important models in financial econometrics. The first is the standard log-stochastic volatility model (SV) of Taylor (1986), analyzed using MCMC first by Jacquier, Polson and Rossi (1994) and others. Here, our approach produces the MLE. The second model is a multivariate version of Merton's (1976) jump-diffusion model. This model is of special interest in asset pricing because it delivers closed form option prices, but is difficult to estimate given the well-known degeneracies of the likelihood, see, for example, Kiefer (1978) .
It is important to recognize that our MCMC approach is distinct from the approach of Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) who propose a quasi-Bayesian MCMC procedure. Their methodology applies to a wide class of models when L (θ) could be a likelihood or GMM criterion function. Instead of finding the mode of the target function of interest, e.g. the MLE, they estimate its mean or quantiles. Their estimators have good asymptotic properties as the sample size increases. More precisely, they study the target distribution L(θ)µ(θ)/ Θ L(θ)µ(dθ) for some measure µ(dθ). Of course, this estimation procedure, viewed as a quasi-Bayes posterior inherits the asymptotic properties of Bayes estimators with flat priors: see Dawid (1970) , Heyde and Johnstone (1978) or Schervish (1995) .
Unlike Chernozhukov and Hong (2003), we estimate the optimum of the target function of interest, and our asymptotic is in J and g for a fixed sample size. Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) provide little discussion of the choice of J or the speed of convergence of their Markov Chain as a function of g for a given sample size.
Our approach also applies to many other problems in economics and finance that require joint integration and optimization. Standard expected utility problems are an excellent example of this, as the agent first integrates the uncertainty to compute expected utility and then maximizes. In Jacquier, Johannes and Polson (2004) we extend the existing approach to maximum expected utility portfolio problems.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides the general methodology together with the convergence proofs and the details of the convergence properties of the algorithm. Section 3 and 4 provides simulation based evidence for two commonly used latent state variable models in econometrics, the log-stochastic volatility model and a multivariate jump-diffusion model. Finally, Section 5 concludes with directions for future research.
Simulation-based Likelihood Inference
Models of with latent variables abound throughout finance and economics. In finance, many of the prominent models include latent variables: time-varying equity premium or volatility models, models with jumps, and regime-switching models. In economics, discrete-choice models, censored and truncated regression models, panel data problems with missing data all qualify as missing data problems. When possible, MLE is a preferred estimation methods due to its strong theoretical properties.
Formally, consider a model with observed data Y = (Y 1 , ..., Y T ), latent state variables X = (X 1 , ..., X T ), and parameter vector θ. The marginal likelihood of θ is given by
where we refer to p(Y |X, θ) as the full-information or augmented likelihood function and p(X|θ) is the distribution of the latent states, the state-variable evolution.
Directly maximizing L T (θ) is difficult for three reasons. First, since the likelihood in (1) is rarely known in closed form, one must first generate samples from p(X|θ) and then approximate the integral with Monte Carlo methods. Unfortunately, it is in fact more complicated because it is rarely possible to directly draw from p(X|θ) (linear, Gaussian models are an important exception) and thus another layer of approximations is required. To draw from p(X|θ), it is common to use approximate filters or importance sampling. Second, iterating between approximating and optimizing the likelihood is typically extremely computationally burdensome. Finally, in some latent variable models, where π X j |θ = p(Y |X j , θ)p(X j |θ).
If we re-write the likelihood as π J (θ) ∝ exp (J log L T (θ)), the main insight of simulated annealing implies that as we increase J, π J (θ) collapses onto the maximum of log L T (θ).
Hence, by a careful choice of the degree of augmentation J we will be able to recover the maximum likelihood estimator and its asymptotic standard errors as required.
In summary the approach provides the following. First, the parameter draws θ (g) converge to the finite-sample MLE estimate θ. Given that the approach deals with a fixed sample, the approach inherits all of the classical asymptotic properties (in the sample size) of the MLE. In contrast, Chernozhokov and Hong (2003) propose an estimation procedure different from MLE for which they give asymptotic properties. Second, we show below that, by appropriately scaling the parameter draws and looking at ψ (g) = √ J(θ (g) − θ), one obtains an estimate of the observed Fisher's information matrix. Again, the observed Fisher's information matrix converges asymptotically, as is known, to the true information. We also use the simulated distribution of ψ (g) to provide a useful diagnostic of how to choose J. In many cases, due to the data augmentation, our approach will result in a fast mixing chain and a low value of J will be sufficient. Quantile plots will be used to assess the convergence to normality of ψ (g) .
The Choice of J and µ (θ)
We now discuss the choice of µ(dθ) and the properties of π µ J (θ). Recall that we choose the measure µ(θ) so that π µ J is integrable. In many cases, we can assume that µ is Lebesgue measure and µ(θ) ≡ 1. However, as mentioned above, µ(θ) can be used to avoid non-integrability that may arise in some state models, e.g., the jump model. Three special cases are worth discussing.
• J = 1 and µ(θ) = p(θ) is a subjective prior distribution: Then, π is the posterior distribution of the states and parameters given the data. The approach collapses to MCMC Bayes estimation.
• J = 1 and µ(θ) = 1: In this case, there is a danger of non-integrability of the objective function, as in the case of some Bayesian problems with flat priors.
• J > 1: As J increases, the effect of µ (θ) disappears on the range of values where it assigns positive mass.
To understand the role of the dominating measure, we now provide two illustrative examples documenting how the dominating measure, µ (θ) , and raising the likelihood to the power J can be used to overcome deficiencies in the likelihood. Both examples are highly stylized. Since the marginal likelihood is rarely available in closed form in latent variable models, it is difficult to find examples among commonly analyzed models.
Consider first the simplest random volatility model: y t = √ V t ε t , ε t ∼ N (0, 1), and V t ∼ IG(α, β), where α is known and IG denotes the inverse Gamma distribution. The joint distribution of volatilities and parameters, π (V, β) is π (β) does not integrate in the right tail for any α. In this case, a dominating measure that downweights the right tail is required to generate a well-defined likelihood. A similar degeneracy occurs a time-discretization of Merton's (1976) jump-diffusion model. In this model, when one of the volatility parameters is driven to zero, the likelihood function increase without bound, and thus the likelihood has no maximum. In this case, µ (θ) will bound this parameter away from the origin.
The second case is a two-factor volatility model, where y t = v t + σε t , v t ∼ N (0, τ 2 t ). The joint distribution is π (τ, σ) ∝ stochastic volatility model above is one example).
Convergence Properties of the Algorithm
This section describes the convergence properties of the Markov chain as a function of g and the augmentation parameter J. First, for a fixed J, we have the standard MCMC convergence properties; { X J,(g) , θ (g) } Applying this for a fixed time t, we have that
Since θ (g) → θ, we also have that p X j t = lim J,g→∞ p X j t |θ (g) = p X j t | θ . Hence, each of the latent variable draws comes from the smoothing distribution of X j t conditional on θ. We now consider the asymptotic in J more formally. We proceed as follows. Let |R T (θ)| < J < 1, where
Then,
Hence,
Proof : See the Appendix.
Details of the MCMC algorithm
To simulate the joint distribution, (X J , θ), standard MCMC techniques can be used, see, e.g. Johannes and Polson (2004) for a survey. MCMC algorithms typically use the Gibbs sampler or the Metropolis algorithm. In the case of the Gibbs sampler, at step g +1, we generate independent draws of each copy j = 1, ..., J of the state variable vector:
and a single draw of the parameter given the J copies.
The key step is verifying that p (θ|X, Y ) is integrable and that the Hammersley-Clifford theorem applies.
A useful alternative to the Gibbs sampler approach outlined above is a Metropolis approach. The advantage is that Metropolis allows the use of information across the J samples in updating the remaining states. Instead of drawing each of the X j 's independently, we first could propose from a transition kernel
Q X (j,g+1) , X (g) and accepting with the probability α X (g) , X (g+1) = min 1, p X (g+1) |θ, Y Q X (g+1) , X (g) p (X (g) |θ, Y ) Q (X (g) , X (g+1) ) .
The key here is that the Metropolis kernel can depend on the entire history of the
X's. Unlike typical Metropolis algorithms, this generates a time-inhomogeneous Markov
Chain, but standard results in the convergence of time inhomogeneous chains still apply, again, see Van Laarhoven and Aarts (1987) . The intuition for this result is as follows.
Consider the typical random walk Metropolis proposal, X j,(g+1) = X j,(g) + τ ε. A wellknown problem with this algorithm is that the random walk step can wander too far and the choice of τ is problematic. Drawing instead, using the information in the other J samples:
evolution for V t is non-normal and non-Gaussian. Moreover, MLE does not provide a method to estimate the latent states. In the next subsection, we describe our MCMC maximum likelihood approach.
Algorithm
In this subsection, we derive the conditional distributions required for the algorithm.
In this setting, we need to be able to draw from p θ| V J , Y and p (V j |θ, Y ) for j = 1, ..., J. To derive these, let V j = V Then we can write the joint density π J ( V J , θ) of the stacked system:
The algorithm for the evaluation of the maximum likelihood by MCMC is then:
.., J, draw J copies of the volatilities:
One noticeable feature of the algorithm is that there is no need for priors for J ≥ 2.
This occurs because the posterior for σ v , p σ v |α, δ, V J , is proper for J ≥ 2. This contrast this with standard MCMC where we require a proper prior for σ v .
Performance
We demonstrate the behavior of the algorithm for the basic stochastic volatility model with parameters α = −0.363, δ = 0.95, σ v = 0.26. These parameters are consistent with empirical estimates for financial equity return series and often used in simulation studies.
We simulate one series of T = 1000 observations. We then run the MCMC algorithm for N = 25000 draws, for four different values of J = 1, 2, 10, 20. For J = 1, the algorithm is essentially identical to that in JPR (1994) . That is, it converges to draws of the posterior distribution of the parameters and volatilities. In the other cases, as J becomes large, the algorithm produces a sequence of draws of the parameters which average converges to the ML point estimate. As J increases, the variance of the sequence of draws decreases.
The convergence results in the previous sections indicate that, as J increases, the draws will converge to the MLE. The theory does not however indicate at what rate this occurs. In practice, these results would not be very useful if an inordinately high J was required for the algorithm to approach the MLE. We now empirically show that this is not the case, at least with the SV and jump-diffusions models. Namely, the algorithm is quite effective for even moderate values J. To study this we look at the distribution of the scaled draws of ψ (g) . Recall that looking at whether θ (g) is close or far from the true θ is not useful in itself since θ (g) for large g is only an estimate of θ which we know converges to the true parameter only with the sample size. Figure 1 shows these sequences of draws of δ for the four runs of the algorithm with J = 1, 2, 10, 20. Each draw of delta is conditional on a vector of volatilities of length T J. The plots confirm that an increasing J quickly reduces the variance of such draws, with a dramatic effect on the resulting sequence. Figure 2 shows a similar result for σ v . Note that even for J as large as 20, the algorithm dissipates initial conditions very quickly. Although the variance of the draws vanishes as J increases, there is no fear that the algorithm will fail to move promptly to the MLE. The horizontal lines show the true parameter value as well as the average of the draw sequence for the last 24000
observations. While the estimate of the MLE for σ v , J = 20, appears close to the true value of 0.26, that for δ is quite different from 0.95. These results, obtained for this one sample do not constitute a sampling experiment. One expects the MLE itself to converge to the true value only as the sample size T goes to infinity.
These first two figures indicate that even a moderate increase in J, from 1 to 10, rad-ically changes the nature of the algorithm. We complete this diagnostic by documenting the rate at which the draws converge to normality in distribution. The left and right plots in Figure 3 show the normal probability plots for δ and σ v , and J = 1, 2, and 10.
Recall that for J = 1, the algorithm produces the Bayesian estimator. Panels (a) and (d), J = 1, exhibit very strong non-normality and skewness, reflecting the well known non-normality of the posterior distribution. The convergence to normality is all the more remarkable as J increases to 2, panels (b) and (e), and then 10, panels (c) and (f). With as few as J states, the algorithm produces samples of draws very close to normality, which is consistent with a very rapid convergence to the MLE as J increases.
While Figures 1 to 3 confirm that the algorithm effectively estimates the MLE for even small values of J, we now turn to the effect of J on the volatility smoother itself. Again, for J = 1, the algorithm produces the Bayes estimator of the volatility. For example, averaging the draws yields a Monte Carlo estimate of the posterior mean. Consider a specific draw, for example the last one G = 25000. For this draw, the algorithm makes J draws of V t . Compute the average of these J draws. shows the large noise in one draw. This noise obscures time series pattern in the true V t 's.
As the J-averaging is effected for an increasing J, the noise decreases and a time series pattern of the volatilities emerges. Figure 4 shows this happen immediately for relatively small values of J. Indeed, panels (c) and (d) -J = 10 and 20, present dramatically similar time series even though they plot two unrelated draws from two independent runs. This tremendous increase in precision is at the core of the commensurate increase in precision in the draws of the parameters α, δ, σ v . Recall that the draw of the parameters effectively uses the information in JT volatilities.
The algorithm also produces smoothed estimates of the volatilities V t : simply average all the draws of V t over both J, as in Figure 4 , and N. Figure 5 shows that the resulting smoothed estimates are nearly identical for all values of J. Panel (a) follows from an averaging over G = 25000 draws while panel (c) is over GJ = 250000 draws. Their smoothed estimates are identical because the precision in the averaging in the Bayesian case is high enough to make any further increase in precision -via a larger J, insignificant.
Effectively, the small changes in the parameter estimates make even smaller changes in the volatility estimates. This is confirmed in Figure 6 which shows the plot of the smoothed volatilities versus the true volatilities. Panel (a) and (b) represent J = 1 and 2. They are identical, with a cross-correlation of 0.74. So, our algorithm preserves the efficient smoother originally produced by the Bayesian MCMC algorithm. This is in sharp contrast with an approximate smoother which would for example substitute the MLE of the parameters into a Kalman filter.
Application to Merton's Jump-Diffusion Model
A multi-variate version of Merton's jump-diffusion model specifies that a vector of asset prices, S t , solve the stochastic differential equation:
where σσ = Σ ∈ R K × R K is the diffusion matrix, N t is a Poisson process with constant intensity λ and the jump sizes, 
where, again, we have redefined the drift vector to account for the variance correction.
In the univariate case, this model is commonly used for option pricing, following Merton (1976) . The model is maybe more useful in the multivariate case. For a vector of risky assets, the multivariate jump model generates fat tails and allows for differential correlation structure between 'normal' movements (σ) and large market movements (Σ z ).
For example, this allows for large returns to be more highly correlated than small returns.
Duffie and Pan (2001) are a large number of parameters and gradient based optimization of a complicated likelihood surface is rarely attempted. Our approach, relies on the insights of SA, which is often a preferable method to optimize complicated functions. The next section describes the algorithm and provides simulation based evidence on the algorithm's performance.
Algorithm
We consider a time-discretization of this model which implies that at most a single jump can occur over each time interval:
where P [I t = 1] = λ ∈ (0, 1) and the jumps retain their structure. Johannes, Kumar and Polson (1999) document that, in the univariate case, the effect of time-discretization in the Poisson arrivals is minimal, as jumps are rare events.
The parameters and state variable vectors are given by
Our MCMC algorithm samples from p (θ, X|Y ) = p (θ, I, ξ|Y ) where I and ξ are vectors containing the time series of jump times and sizes.
Our MCMC algorithm draws θ, ξ and J sequentially. Each of posterior conditionals are standard distributions that can easily be sampled from, and thus the algorithm is a Gibbs sampler. This occurs because the augmented likelihood function
where p (Y t |θ, I t , ξ t ) = N (µ + ξ t I t , Σ) which is conditionally Gaussian. On the other hand, the observed likelihood, p (Y t |θ), is difficult to deal with because it is a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. In the univariate case, the observed likelihood has degeneracies (for certain parameter values, the likelihood is infinite). There are also wellknown multi-modalities. Multivariate mixtures are even more complicated and direct maximum likelihood is rarely attempted.
Assuming standard conjugate prior distributions for the parameters,
where W −1 is an inverted Wishart (multivariate inverted gamma) and B is the beta dis-tribution, our MCMC algorithm iteratively draws the parameters and the state variables:
where we note that the last two draws are just J draws from the same distribution.
Performance
We next consider a three-dimensional version of Merton's model introduced earlier, we simulate a vector of 1000 returns using the following parameter values, scaled to daily = 1.5, σ 22 = 1, σ 33 = 0.5, the off diagonal elements of the diffusive and jump-covariance matrix are such that the diffusive or jump covariance between two assets is fifty percent.
These parameters are typically to those that would be found of an analysis of large, volatile equity indices in the United States.
We report results of sampling experiments similar to those in the previous subsection.
Figures 7 to 10 display a summary of the MCMC output for G = 5000, and J = 1, 2, 10 and 20. The results are largely consistent with those seen for the SV model. For example, consider Figure 7 , which contains trace plots for the parameters for λ. As J increases, the variability of the draws reduces drastically, collapsing on the true value of 0.10. As a comparison, the volatility of the draws for λ for J = 1 is 0.00705 and 0.00160, a reduction of approximately 4.41. This is right in line with the implications of our central limit theorem as √ 20 = 4.47. Figure 8 provides QQ or normality plots the draws for J = 1, 2, 10 and 20. As J increases, the draws also converge to their limiting standard normal distribution. z . In both of these figures, the plots collapse as predicted, albeit with slight biases. For example, for µ 1 z the average of the draws is roughly −2.7, lower than the true value of -3. Similarly, for σ 1 z , the mean of the draws for J = 20 is 3.15, which is slightly above the true value of 3.0. In both cases, the estimates appear to a slightly biased. However, there is no reason to believe that either Bayes estimators (in the case J = 1) or maximum likelihood estimators (as J increases) maximum likelihood are unbiased in finite samples. Both estimators are asymptotically unbiased, and the divergence in our sampling experiments of the estimates from their true value is merely an implication of this finite sample bias.
Conclusion
In this paper, we develop MCMC algorithms for computing finite sample MLE and standard errors in latent state models. The likelihood function requires marginalization of the state variables and then optimization over the parameters. We design MCMC algorithms that simultaneously perform the integration and optimization.
Our approach makes use of data augmentation and evolutionary MCMC. We use MCMC methods to simulate from a high-dimensional joint distribution π µ J (θ, X) that arises for the parameters and J copies of the latent state variables. We also discuss issues of how to avoid singularities in the marginal likelihood by a suitable choice of the dominating measure for this joint density π µ J . We estimate the multivariate jumpdiffusion model that illustrates this issue. We also estimate a stochastic volatility model. While our asymptotics is in J, our implementation provides convincing evidence that convergence occurs quickly for low values of J.
There are at least three directions in which the current work can be extended. First, it would be interesting to extend our work to the case where the MLE is on the boundary of the parameter space using similar arguments as in Erkanli et al. (1994) . Second, while we focussed on latent state variable models in financial econometrics, there are numerous models throughout economics with latent state variables. Often, researchers do not even consider likelihood based estimation schemes, turning instead to various simulated method of moments estimators. Our approach provides an attractive alternative to method-of-moments based estimators.
Third, as mentioned in the introduction, in addition to econometrics, there are many problems that require joint integration and optimization. For example, solving for optimal portfolio rules in myopic or dynamic settings with parameter uncertainty require integrating the parameter uncertainty out of the utility. Jacquier, Johannes, and Polson (2004) Appendix: Convergence in J First, define T (θ) ≡ log L T (θ), and write the target marginal density
By Taylor's theorem we can write
Now for any ε0, by continuity of µ(θ) (assumption (A1)) atθ we can find J so that
Hence we need only consider
By assumption (A3) we can also find J such that there exists an 0 < ε J < 1 where Figure 2: Draws of σ for the SV model, σ = 0.26, T = 1000, G = 25000 
